Libra: Facebook Partners With
27 Companies To Launch
Global Cryptocurrency

Facebook is making a massive power grab to dominate the global
payments system and expects to have over 100 founding members in the
consortium before Libra is launched in 2020. Members already include
Visa, Mastercard, Stripe and Paypal. It will be hard for any regulatory
body to override such a powerful financial organization. ⁃ TN Editor
Facebook is launching cryptocurrency next year that will allow people to
move money from their smartphone into a digital “wallet”.
The currency is known as Libra, which the social network says it has “no
special role” in governing and will manage equally with a group of big
companies.
Experts have branded the move a dangerous power grab that marks
Facebook’s “most invasive” form of surveillance yet.
So far, Facebook has enlisted 28 firms, including Spotify and Uber, who
each had to invest a minimum of £8million to be a founding member of
the Libra Association, an independent not-for-profit membership

organisation.
It wants to attract 100 businesses in time for launch, which it is aiming
for the first half of 2020.
Libra is supported by a reserve of the world’s best assets and the world’s
most trusted central banks, who gave the cryptocurrency “general
cautious support”, according to David Marcus, who started exploring
blockchain at Facebook a year ago.
“Libra holds the potential to provide billions of people around the world
with access to a more inclusive, more open financial ecosystem,” he
explained.
The social network is hoping that its collaborative approach can ease
volatility concerns of existing blockchains and cryptocurrencies.
Facebook will operate its own digital wallet for people to spend Libra,
known as the Calibra Wallet, which will be available in WhatsApp,
Facebook Messenger and as a standalone app.
Users will be able to send money to each other initially, at low to no cost,
the social network said.
Eventually, it intends to open the Calibra Wallet up to additional
services, so that people can pay bills, buy goods by scanning a code or
accessing public transport.
Account information from Calibra will not be shared with Facebook to
improve things like ad targeting, except for “limited cases” where this
data may be shared “to keep people safe, comply with the law, and
provide basic functionality to the people who use Calibra”, the social
network added.
Libra is open source, meaning anyone will be able to launch their own
digital wallet and include the currency.
“As a Founding Member of the Libra Network, Vodafone will extend its
commitment to digital and financial inclusion by supporting the creation

of a new global currency and encouraging a
wide range of innovative financial services to be developed through its
open-source platform,” said Stefano Parisse, group director of product
and services at Vodafone Group.
“This has the potential to be truly transformative and will benefit those
who have never used, or are struggling to access, financial services
around the world.”
Not everyone was singing the project’s praises.
Phil Chen, Decentralized Chief Officer at HTC, said the move was part of
a “dangerous” power grab by Facebook.
Read full story here…

